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Real-Time Teleoperation of Magnetic Force-Driven
Microrobots With 3D Haptic Force Feedback for

Micro-Navigation and Micro-Transportation
Jaeyeon Lee , Xiao Zhang , Chung Hyuk Park , and Min Jun Kim

Abstract—Untethered mobile microrobots controlled by an ex-
ternal magnetic gradient field can be employed as advanced
biomedical applications inside the human body such as cell therapy,
micromanipulation, and noninvasive surgery. Haptic technology
and telecommunication, on the other hand, can extend the po-
tentials of untethered microrobot applications. In those applica-
tions, users can communicate with the robot operating system
remotely to manipulate microrobots with haptic feedback. Haptic
sensations artificially constructed by the wirelessly communicated
information can assist human operators to experience forces while
controlling the microrobots. The proposed system is composed of
a haptic device and a magnetic tweezer system, both of which are
integrated through a teleoperation technique based on network
communication. Users can control the microrobots remotely and
feel the haptic interactions with the remote environment in real-
time. The 3D haptic environment is reconstructed dynamically by
a model-free haptic rendering algorithm using a 2D planar image
input of the microscope. The interaction between microrobots
and environmental objects is haptically rendered as 3D objects to
achieve spatial haptic operation with obstacle avoidance. Moreover,
path generation and path guidance forces provide virtual interac-
tion for human users to manipulate the microrobot by following
the near-optimal path in path-following tasks. The potential appli-
cations of the presented system are medical remote treatment in
different sites, remote drug delivery by avoiding physically pene-
trating through the skin, remotely-controlled cell manipulations,
and biopsy without a biopsy needle.

Index Terms—Automation at micro-nano scales, haptics and
haptic interfaces, medical robots and systems, micro/nano robots,
telerobotics and teleoperation.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ICROROBOT applications in both in vitro and in
vivo environments have been interesting topics in the
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biomedical research field since they have the potential to revolu-
tionize the healthcare industry. When microrobots are combined
with wirless control techniques, applications like in situ sensing,
cell therapy, micromanipulation [1]–[4], and targeted/localized
drug delivery [5]–[7] can be achieved to transform the processes
of minimally invasive surgery, drug delivery, and biopsy proce-
dures. Wireless control within such a small scale is limited to
optical, electrical, and magnetic techniques, which have been
deployed in many applications such as electromagnetic coil
systems, photonic force microscopy, optical tweezer systems,
and magnetic tweezer systems [8]–[12].

An optical tweezer system generates optical forces with a
highly focused laser beam. However, the control resolution
is typically poor and the system is highly power-consuming.
Additionally, tissues surrounding the controlled object will be
affected by the laser beam if they share a similar refraction index
and thus ruining further operations [11], [13]. An electromag-
netic coil system, in contrast, generates a rotating magnetic
field to produce a magnetic torque on microrobots [1], [8],
[14], [15]. The movement resulting from magnetic torques has
two general characteristics on the microrobot: chirality (helical
microrobot, etc.) and flexibility (such as sperm-like microrobot)
[16], [17]. However, when concentrating on a small workspace,
transforming power into a rotating magnetic field to achieve
microrobotic movements has a low efficiency compared to
a magnetic tweezer system, since the magnetic manipulation
performance is highly dependent on the shape, rigidity, and
magnetism of the microrobots. The mechanism of the magnetic
tweezer system presented in this study can be idealized as
generating a magnetic gradient field to produce a magnetic force
on microrobots [1], [18]–[21]. When the system is activated, the
magnetic gradient field surrounds the sharp tip of magnetic poles
and then spreads over the working space, where it interacts with
magnetic microrobots to produce a magnetic force. Since the
strength of the gradient field decreases significantly as the dis-
tance increases from the pole tip, high power output is necessary
for maintaining a large workspace [1], [22]–[24]. While most
of the magnetic tweezer systems developed by other research
groups have relatively small workspaces and limited power,
ours has a superior performance as discussed in our previous
work [1]. Currently, most microrobot systems concentrate on
the control performance of the microrobot while the human
interaction aspect is not well investigated, which is essential in
biomedical applications as medical professionals or researchers
play a vital role in the operations [25]. It is important to build up
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the interaction between control systems and human operators so
that one can give guidance to the operation when either one is
confronted with problematic scenario.

Haptic force feedback techniques have been verified to be a
significant tool to achieve teleoperation of robotic systems [25],
[26]. Advantages of the haptic system have been confirmed in
cardiothoracic procedures [27], microneedle positioning [28],
telerobotic catheter insertion [29], palpation [25], cell injection
[30], [31], and even micro-manipulation [32]–[35]. Multiple
haptic feedback devices have also been developed so far to
control and manipulate microrobot systems. Haptic sensations
from interaction between a self-folding soft magnetic gripper
and its environment were investigated in [34], where the human
operator intuitively controlled a magnetic gripper using a hap-
tic interface. In terms of visual sensing by the haptic device,
Pacchierotti et al. [33] employed a haptic interface for a user to
remotely control self-propelled microrobots to target a goal with
particle-filter visual sensing that visually tracks the position of
the microrobots. Asgari et al. [36] provided a haptic force gener-
ation method for a microrobotic cell injection procedure. A 3D
particle-based model was proposed to simulate the deformation
of the cell membrane and corresponding cellular forces. Faroque
et al. [37] proposed a large-scale virtual reality training system
with a haptic device, in which virtual fixtures and force feedback
was generated for the microrobotic cell injection procedure, to
guide user for virtual micropipette operations by force feedback.
So far, the usability and reliability of haptic interaction with
the microrobot system have been significantly advanced for
potential human operators. However, most of the existing tech-
niques provide haptic force feedback through either an ambient
interaction or direct contact force. Moreover, onsite interactions
have been typically prioritized, while remote operations over
large distances have not been conducted enough, despite the fact
that remote control of the microrobot applications with haptic
interactions is crucial to extending the utility of remote therapy
and surgery.

In this letter, we present a microrobot control framework
using haptic interaction based on the networked teleoperation
between a magnetic tweezer system and a haptic interface.
Haptic guidance force for near-optimal path following and haptic
force feedback for real-time interactions with the environments
are implemented in teleoperation settings over two facilities
more than 2000km apart. An attractive force is utilized to achieve
haptic guidance for path following and obstacle avoidance, while
a repulsive force based on the potential field and virtual-proxy
force was implemented to produce the haptic interaction that
allowed users to feel the virtual environments. We provide the
haptic interaction forces of both ambient and contact interac-
tions to improve usability. The proposed system includes an
image-based 3D haptic rendering algorithm, which reconstructs
artificial 3D objects by reflecting dynamic shape changes of
the planer objects for practical haptic interaction. The 2D im-
age was transmitted remotely (real-time transmission between
George Washington University in Washington, D.C. and South-
ern Methodist University in Dallas, Texas, approx. 2138 km
apart) from a magnetic tweezer system, with multiple arbitrarily
shaped objects within the field-of-view, to create real-time haptic
force feedback and enable the manipulation of microrobots. The
notable contributions of our work described in this letter are as
follows.

Fig. 1. Microrobot haptic interaction system. Left part is a haptic interface and
right part is a magnetic tweezer system. Data flow of image frames and control
commands are shown as arrow directions.

1) Haptic interactions for near-optimal path following, object
contact interaction with proxy-force, and object ambient
interaction with an artificial potential field are imple-
mented to assist microrobot controls.

2) Dynamic path planning is applied based on the user’s
intended haptic operation, in which the effective path with
obstacle avoidance is dynamically generated and updated.

3) 3D object reconstruction is accomplished by reflecting
dynamic shape changes of the objects in a 2D planar image
using the model-free haptic rendering.

4) A closed-loop teleoperation system is achieved with a
wireless communication between the magnetic tweezer
system and the haptic interface system.

5) The practical system is implemented and tested with a
commercial haptic device in macroscale and magnetic
tweezer in microscale under practical distance data com-
munications.

The rest of the letter is organized as follows. Section II gives
descriptions of the overall microrobot haptic feedback system.
Details of the magnetic tweezer system, teleoperation imple-
mentation, and haptic feedback are followed in Sections III and
IV, respectively. Section V represents the dynamic path planning
algorithm and Section VI shows our experimental results to
validate the proposed system. The conclusion is provided in
Section VII.

II. MICROROBOT HAPTIC INTERACTION SYSTEM

A. Illustration of Haptic and Magnetic Tweezer System

The integration of a magnetic tweezer system with a haptic
interface is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the two systems communi-
cate with a TCP/IP network communication protocol. The haptic
interface generates haptic feedback force based on the motion
of microrobots and environmental objects, which is received
from the magnetic tweezer system; the control command is
then sent back to microrobots for navigation. Haptic rendering,
image processing, path planning, and network communication
were developed in C++, while the magnetic tweezer control,
microscopic image processing, and network communication
were established in MATLAB.

The haptic interface (Geomagic touch haptic device, 3D Sys-
tems, Rock Hill, SC) is operated by a 6-DOF (degree of freedom)
pen-type stylus gripper, which is serially connected to the haptic
device body. The device can measure the 6-DOF position and
orientation of the user’s operation and generate 3-DOF force
feedback in x, y, and z directions. The haptic control software
is developed using the open-source haptic library CHAI3D to
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Fig. 2. Our magnetic tweezer system and its schematics. (a) Transparent view
and (b) front view of a magnetic tweezer with illustrations of the actuation and
measurement coordinate systems.

ensure the compatibility over the multiple operating systems and
diverse haptic device platforms. As shown in Fig. 2, the magnetic
tweezer system consists of six magnetic poles on a double-layer
structure with three poles on top and bottom planes, each pole
has a magnetic coil of 527 turns, which is made of AWG-25
heavy-built insulation coating copper wire, attached to the end.
Additionally, the magnetic yoke is 3D printed with magnetic
material that guarantees durability and rigidity, as well as im-
proving magnetic gradient field generation efficiency. Cobalt
iron alloy (VACOFLUX 50, VACUUMSCHMELZE GmbH &
Co.KG) was selected for magnetic poles due to its high saturation
(2.35 T) feature and machinability of the sharp-tipped shape. A
sharp tip is necessary to produce a strong magnetic gradient field
to achieve the 2×2×0.5 mm3 wide effective workspace so that
a large swarm of microrobots can be controlled. Six magnetic
poles are configured in a manner to form an inclined Cartesian
coordinate system (actuation coordinate system). Coordinates
in the measurement coordinate system can be obtained by the
coordinate system rotation. The preset angles between Xa-Xm,
Ya-Ym, and Za-Zm are 35.26°, 45°, and 54.74°, respectively. The
transformation from the measurement coordinate system to the
actuation coordinate system is shown in (1-2) [1], [2], [8]:

a
mR = [Rx (45◦)] [Ry (35.26◦)]

=

⎡
⎣ 0.8165 0 −0.5774
0.4082 0.7071 0.5774
0.4082 −0.7071 0.5774

⎤
⎦ , (1)

Xa =

⎡
⎣xa

ya
za

⎤
⎦ = a

mR ·
⎡
⎣xm

ym
zm

⎤
⎦ = a

mR ·Xm (2)

B. 3D Position Computation

A microrobot can be controlled in 3D space, however, only
the 2D planar position (x-y plane) of microrobot can be collected
directly. In our previous work [8], the visually tracked area sizes
of microrobots were utilized to achieve 3D tracking and control
[38], [39], and the relationship to z-depth is shown in Fig. 3,
which was obtained from five microrobots (same type). All
microrobots were sedimented on the glass slide. To simulate
microrobot’s precise motion along z direction, we utilized the
z-depth knob control on the microscope (1 μm per increment)
to create relative movement between microscope lens and sam-
ple platform, the environmental factors such as illumination,

Fig. 3. Relationships between visually tracked sizes of microrobots (area size)
and the actual z-depth.

fluid type and camera expourse were kept constant to ensure
uniformity for all experiments. All experiments began with
microrobots staying on the bottom of the sample chamber, so
its z-depth is initiated as zero with a microscope focusing on
it. As time goes on, the area size of microrobots will increase
as they are navigated upwards. Note that environmental objects
are assumed stationary on the bottom since they are not affected
by the magnetic force. The area size of each microrobot in the
image is analyzed and compared with the initial value to update
the z-depth through the quadratic relationship in (3). Thus, the
displacement Δz can be calculated as:

S = az2 + bz + c,

Sup − Sinit = a (zup − zinit) (zup + zinit) + b (zup − zinit) .
(3)

The area sizes (S) of both Sup and Sinit conditions are deter-
mined from the experiments. The coefficients a and b are curve-
fitting results of the relationship in Fig. 3 with corresponding
values of 0.2684 and 9.3746, and c is neglected as it will be
canceled out. The bottom of the experimental chamber is set as
the initial plane with zinit = 0, and zup can then be calculated
by solving the quadratic function as:

Sup − Sinit = az2up + bzup,

zup =
−b+

√
b2 + 4a (Sup − Sinit)

2a
. (4)

III. TELEOPERATION CONTROLS

A. Teleoperation Scheme

The haptic-microrobot teleoperation system was designed
by an impedance control scheme with a position-based force
rendering. The impedance control measures the motion of the
haptic device to manipulate the force of the magnetic tweezer. It
has relatively low inertia and is highly back-drivable compared
to admittance control. The equation of motion of the microrobot
in 3D space can be derived as:

m�̈x− �fd = �fm (5)

where m is the mass of the microrobot, and �fd and �fm are drag
and magnetic forces, respectively. Since the forces applied to
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the microrobot are determined by the displacement of the haptic
interface, the magnitude of the magnetic force �fm is controlled
by the haptic interface and can be expressed by the haptic
interface displacement such that �fm = K�xh, where �xh is the
haptic device displacement in 3D.K = 1is the scaling constant
to map the magnetic tweezer workspace to the haptic interface
workspace. Gravity was negligible as a high concentration NaCl
solution (20% w/v) was used to prevent sedimentation. Adhesive
force is included in the drag force term (�fd) of the NaCl solution,
and friction is negligible because the microrobots are moving
above the glass slide.

Reliable operations for the teleoperation environments can
be assumed since the communication was fast enough for the
microrobots’ operation via the haptic device (average time delay
= 45.47 ms/frame with SD = 27.02 ms/frame for transmitting
series of 512×512 color images). The microrobots were op-
erated at a micro-scaled workspace with relatively slow speed
(approx. 2∼3 μm/s with maximum magnetic force) compared
to the haptic operation. Therefore, we can guarantee the in-situ
perception of the haptic feedback for navigation and transporta-
tion of the microrobots wirelessly by referring the fact that fm
is zero when xh is zero, so that the drag force fd in (5) will
dissipate the energy completely. The acceleration term in (5)
will be negligible due to the extremely small mass, and very
slow and steady speed of the microrobots, which will cause the
acceleration to be practically zero. On top of that, a viscosity
force feedback was implemented to the haptic device to reduce
the instability and limit the control input speed of the haptic
operation by preventing abrupt motions of the haptic user.

B. Network Communication

Sufficient speed and reliability of the data communication
are important for the stable operation of a bilateral haptic-
microrobot interaction system. The network communication
scheme of our proposed system is displayed in Fig. 1 with
blue dot lines. The raw color image data from the magnetic
tweezer was encoded into JPEG format to compress the data
size dramatically while minimizing the compression time. The
communication data packet from the magnetic tweezer sys-
tem to the haptic interface side was designed with three sub-
components—header, body, and end bits—to ensure the correct
reception of data in real-time. Header bits contain the position
of the user-selected microrobot and body bits encompass the
compressed image data. Since the binary format data size of the
encoded color image varies based on each image frame, the size
of the binary format data is communicated prior to the binary
image data in the body bits. The end bits are transmitted to
notify the end of each packet. The binary format data of the
color image is then decoded to rebuild the color image at the
receiver side. In the opposite direction, the control command
by the haptic device is transmitted to the magnetic tweezer
side. The control command is composed of a 3D direction
vector and a scalar for the force magnitude. To guarantee the
reliability of the bidirectional communication, data packet check
and confirmation protocols are applied. The communication data
update rate is fixed as 10 frames/s by considering the stable
communication and continuous haptic operations for intuitive
control of the teleoperation system.

Fig. 4. 3D volume reconstruction (microrobots and environmental objects).
3D cloud points reconstruction by 2D microscope input image.

IV. HAPTIC FEEDBACK IMPLEMENTATION

A. Object Classification and 3D Volume Reconstruction

After receiving the raw image, the haptic interface side clas-
sifies all objects by their size information obtained through
image processing. The diameter of a single-bead microrobot is
approximately 10.6 μm while that of the environmental objects
is ranging from 27.0 to 32.0 μm. Note that a color detection
by the HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) image was deployed at
haptics interface side for the swarm operation of the microrobots
in Experiment 3.

As the received image is in 2D, the visually-identified objects
(micro-robots and obstacles) need to be reconstructed to 3D
objects for the spatial haptic rendering. Using positions and
diameters of the microrobots in the 2D image, 3D volume
reconstruction is processed by converting 2D circular objects to
3D spherical objects located at the same position on the x-y plane
with initial z-depth as zero. The 3D volumized environmental
objects are reconstructed using ellipsoidal 3D cloud points.
Although the environmental objects used in the experiments
are assumed as spheres, the ellipsoid was used as a potential
extension for general applications. By adjusting the radius on the
z-axis, the different shapes of the environmental objects can be
reconstructed more effectively in the general case. Cloud points,
which represent components of the surface of a 3D ellipsoid,
are generated at the same position of the 2D environmental
objects with a circular radius on the x-y plane. The radius of
the ellipsoid on the z-axis is defined as a quarter of the circular
radius to prevent any presence of a large empty space of the 3D
reconstructed points. Part of the 3D ellipsoid points is excluded
by filtering out the points that are not overlaid on the 2D object
(Fig. 4). This procedure upgrades the environmental objects
in the 2D image to a higher degree (3D) objects by reflecting
different objects’ shape, making haptic rendering in 3D space
possible.

B. Artificial Potential Field Force

The haptic force feedback consists of two different forces, the
ambient force near the environmental objects and the contact
force. Ambient force is generated by a repulsive artificial poten-
tial field while the contact force is generated by a virtual proxy
force. Users can feel the haptic feedback when the haptic probe
enters the potential field of the objects. The haptic workspace is
treated as a 3D grid where the 3D cloud points of environmental
objects are superimposed. Each grid cell occupied by the point
contributes to a repulsive potential field.
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Fig. 5. Illustrations of the repulsive potential field around 3D objects. (a) 3D
repulsive potential fields and (b) potential fields as seen on the x-y plane.

Fig. 6. Potential field force generation with active occupied points.

Fig. 5 illustrates the 3D potential fields around a single particle
for the haptic motion control space. The repulsive haptic forces
are designed to be centered inside the obstacle in order to
prevent the haptic probe penetrating the virtual space inside
of the obstacle in the mapped haptic workspace. The repulsive
potential field Uref can be generated by occupied cells pi ∈ G
as:

Uref (x, xpi) =

{
1
2η

(
1

‖x−xpi‖ − 1
ρ0

)
, ‖x− xpi‖ ≤ ρ0

0, otherwiase,
(6)

where x is the position of the haptic probe, xpi is the position of
occupied cells, η is a positive scaling factor, and ρ0 is the range
of influence. The force is computed by the negative gradient of
the potential field. The repulsive force Fi exerted by each cell
pi and the total repulsive potential field U of all occupied cells
can be written as

Fi (x, xpi) = −∇Uref (x, xpi) , (7)

U =
∑
pi∈C

Uref (x, xpi) . (8)

Therefore, the total repulsive force on the haptic probe by the
3D occupied cells can be calculated as

F = −
∑
pi∈C

∇Uref (x, xpi) . (9)

The center of mass of the occupied grid cells, within a
searching boundary from the haptic probe, is used to compute
the direction vector and magnitude for the potential field force.
Fig. 6 shows the potential field force generation strategy.

C. Virtual-Proxy Force

The proxy-based haptic interaction is employed to generate
a contact force from the surface of the objects that feels like a
relatively stiff surface to the user. This approach, which uses a
notion of the virtual proxy, is widely used in haptic interactions

[40]–[42]. The force response, �ff , of the haptic device in 3D
using the spring-damper model that connects the virtual proxy
and the haptic probe can be written as:

�ff = k (�xproxy − �xprobe) + d (�vproxy − �vprobe) , (10)

where�xprobe and�xproxy are the positions of the haptic probe and
the virtual proxy in 3D while�vprobe and�vproxy are the velocities
of the virtual proxy and the haptic probe in 3D, respectively.
The k is the stiffness constant and d is the damping constant.
Empirical parameters of the k = 280 and d = 2 are selected
for the best performance and user experience of the teleoperation
control of the proposed system.

Forces by the potential field and virtual proxy on the 3D
environmental objects are transmitted to the haptic interface side
to generate the haptic feedback force when the haptic probe is
approaching and touching the environmental objects. Once the
haptic probe enters the potential field area, the user starts to feel
the repulsive forces increasing proportionally as the haptic probe
is getting into the high gradient region of the object’s potential
field. Moreover, when the haptic probe touches the surface of
the environmental objects, the proxy force is added to produce
a stiff contact force for better intuitve haptic interaction.

D. Computational Complexity Reduction Strategy

To provide seamless haptic interaction (quality of service)
while enhancing the networked teleoperation performances, a
computational cost reduction strategy with efficient search al-
gorithm was applied to achieve smooth operations and intuitive
usability. Any environmental objects within a certain spheri-
cal boundary from the haptic probe are explored rather than
searching the full range of the workspace to detect the objects.
Moreover, a region-of-interest (ROI) based local computations
are employed that utilizes only part of the 3D points of the
active environmental objects (active points in Fig. 6) when
they are within a searching boundary from the haptic probe.
Those strategies reduce the computational complexity to ensure
continuous operation.

V. DYNAMIC PATH PLANNING WITH THE HAPTIC OPERATION

Dynamic path planning of the haptic-microrobot system pro-
duces an effective path adaptively in the realistic haptic en-
vironment. An instant target is created based on the dynamic
movement of the haptic device so that the near-optimal path from
the current haptic position to the instant target is dynamically
generated by reflecting the user’s intention of the haptic control.
When the haptic device moves, the near-optimal path is locally
generated in the x-y plane, and the path following force for
the haptic device is activated. In the path following features,
z-direction motion is assumed to be zero.

A. Path Planning Field Generation

A path planning workspace is modeled as a finite number of
identical square cells based on the pixel coordinates of the re-
ceived image. The square cells are occupied with environmental
objects or empty. The repulsive force field by the environmental
objects is implemented using the Gaussian filtering so that image
depth of the pixel values of the Gaussian blurred image can
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Fig. 7. Force field for the path generation. (a) Repulsive force field generated
by Gaussian filtering and (b) attractive force field by the instant target.

Fig. 8. Instant target creation. (a) Instant target creation strategy and (b) target
creation outside of environmental object.

be treated as the magnitude of the repulsive force field. The
attractive force field Ua to the instant target is defined by the
distance between a neighbor cells pn of the current path point
pc and instant goal pg as

Ua =
1

2
ξ · ‖pn − pg‖2, pn ∈ N, neighbors of pc, (11)

where ξ is the magnification constant. The force field for path
planning is the combination of the repulsive and attractive force
fields as shown in Fig. 7.

B. Instant Target Creation

The real-time path generation reflecting the user’s intentions
of the haptic operation is processed by dynamically creating an
instant target. We assume that the user is mostly aiming to keep
the haptic movement in the direction similar to previous motions.
Fig. 8 (a) represents the instant target creation. The position
history of the haptic device is recorded, and differences of the
position by time are averaged to estimate the future location
of the haptic motion. Instant target pit is a certain step (α · vc)
forward from current haptic position pt. Fig. 8 (b) illustrates
the instant target creation outside of any environmental objects,
with which the algorithm avoids the path generation directing
to the collision course with the environmental objects. If an
instant target is created inside of the obstacle during the instant
target creation process, a new target is recreated at the closest
boundary of the obstacle using the original target point (pit),
radius (r0), and center position (pc) of the related obstacle, and
then replaced with the pit to create the instant target outside
of the obstacle as shown in Fig. 8 (b). Additionally, the instant
target generation is temporarily paused when the user closely
detours the environmental objects since the algorithm can create
an unintended target due to the circular detouring motion of the
haptic operation.

Fig. 9. Dynamic path planning of the microrobot navigation. (a) Defined
neighbors,n = 12. (b) Path step from the start to a target and (c) path generation
example.

C. Path Planning

After creating the instant target, the path planning algorithm
generates a guidance path from the current haptic position to the
target while avoiding environmental objects. Each intermediate
path point is selected among the neighbors of the current path
point. The neighbors of the current path point are defined with
12 grid cells, with consideration of the computational cost and
path smoothness, as shown in Fig. 9 (a). The path generation
algorithm iteratively selects the next path point until the instant
target is reached. The next path point pf is selected by minimiz-
ing a cost as:

pf = argmin
pn∈N

{wt · Ua (pn) + wo · Ur (pn)} , (12)

whereN is all neighbors of current path pointpc, andpn is neigh-
bors (p1n, p

2
n, . . . , p12n ). The cost is defined by the repulsive and

attractive force fields by the environmental objects and instant
target with adjustable weights. Ua(x) and Ur(x) are attractive
and repulsive force fields, respectively. Fig. 9 (b-c) illustrates
the path planning steps and path generation.

Due to the discretization of workspace in the proposed path
planning, the path can be trapped in certain grids by repeatedly
selecting the next path with the same sequence. The proposed
algorithm processes a random selection of the next path if the
path selection memory shows only repeated transits between two
neighbors and does not reduce the distance to the target. Haptic
force guidance to follow the effective path assists the user to
operate the microrobot with the haptic feedback. In the dynamic
path planning, the intermediate path point is gradually generated
from the current haptic position to the target. At that time, an
attractive force is applied to the haptic device to minimize the
distance from the current haptic position to the intermediate path
point. Eventually, the user can feel the haptic guidance force
during path generation until the haptic probe reaches the target.
If a new instant target is generated during the path following,
then a new path planning from the current haptic position to the
new target is triggered.

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Our experimental design and processes are described as fol-
lows. Three experiments were designed to evaluate our pro-
posed framework: (1) microrobot manipulation with haptic
feedback, (2) dynamic path planning with the path following
force, and (3) micro-object transportation. In all experiments,
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Fig. 10. Experiment 1: single microrobot manipulation with haptic feedback
in 3D space. (a) Microrobot path by the haptic control for obstacle avoidance.
(b) 3D motion of microrobot and haptic probe.

a user-selected microrobot in the workspace was tracked in
real-time, and the position information and real-time micro-
scopic images were transmitted to the haptic interface side,
where the above-described haptic interaction fores were cal-
culated and the haptic control command were sent back to the
magnetic tweezer system.

Microrobots (Spherotech SVFM-100-4 ferromagnetic parti-
cles, 10.6 μm average diameter) were mixed with deionized
water to produce a 1% w/v solution. The solution was then
vortexed for 30 seconds and attached to a permanent mag-
net for magnetization. Environmental objects are non-magnetic
glass microparticles (SLGMS-2.527-32μm diameter, Cospheric
LLC) with 1% w/v concentration. The experiment chamber is
made from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) with a diameter of 3
mm. To decrease the surface friction of microparticles close to
the substrate, a 20% w/v concentration of Tween 20 surfactant
solution was introduced into the sample medium. 20% w/v NaCl
solution was also used for Experiment 1 to mitigate gravitational
effect of microrobots.

A. Microrobot Manipulation With Haptic Feedback

The haptic operator was assisted by the haptic feedback to
operate microrobots in 3D space. Since the 3D positions of a
selected microrobot were synchronized with the haptic probe
via artificial stiff spring and damper model, the motion of the
selected microrobot was reflected by the operation of the haptic
device and vice versa. Experimental demonstration is shown
in Fig. 10, in which the microrobot naviagted as controlled
in 3D workspace to follow user-controlled trajectories with
haptic feedback. Note that the motion of the microrobot on the
z-axis followed the haptic control with delay due to the gravity
and the viscous conditions of Tween 20 on the surface of the
experimental chamber.

B. Dynamic Path Planning With the Path Following Force

When the path planning function was activated, the near-
optimal path was displayed on the real-time interface, and path
following force was applied to the haptic device. An effective
path from the current haptic position to an estimated target was
dynamically generated by reflecting the haptic user′s intended
haptic operation. Fig. 11 (a) shows the dynamic path generation
and microrobot operation by the path following force. In this
experiment, the user only held the haptic stylus lightly and let

Fig. 11. Path following and swarm experiments. (a) Experiment 2: dynamic
motion generation and microrobot path by the haptic control with the path
following force. (b) Experiment 3: micro object transportation with swarm
control of the microrobots.

the microrobot reach the target through the dynamic path with
the path following force. While the haptic device followed the
path by itself, the user could still force the haptic probe to move
to the other direction against the path following force to generate
a new dynamic path.

C. Micro Object Transportation

The haptic-microrobot system could perform object trans-
portation with haptic assistance in planar space. Since the mag-
netic force was applied to the global field, all microrobots were
actuated by the same directional force. Swarm motion of the
multiple microrobots aggregated them together to transport an
object with the assistance of the haptic feedback. Fig. 11 (b)
shows the operation of the microrobot swarm for object trans-
portation. The haptic device was virtually coupled to the center
of mass of the microrobot swarm, while all swarm elements
moved in the same direction by the haptic operation due to the
global magnetic force field.

VII. CONCLUSION

A magnetic force-driven microrobot manipulation system
with haptic assistance is developed. A large volume data com-
munication strategy is employed to achieve in situ real-time
teleoperation between two systems in remote locations. The
3D haptic interaction between microrobot and the surrounding
environment is implemented by combining ambient and con-
tact forces. To improve the control and tracking accuracy, the
effective, near-optimal path is dynamically generated based on
the user′s haptic control tendency with the path following force.
Eventually, a combination of the attraction force to the selected
microrobot, force feedback by the environmental objects, path
following force, and real-time visual feedback can improve the
navigation performance and path tracking accuracy of the haptic
operation for the microrobot controls.

The proposed system is verified with three potential appli-
cations in a practical environment by locating two systems in
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remote locations, Washington, D.C. and Dallas, Texas, approxi-
mately 2138 km apart. For future work, a fully 3D operation will
be implemented with a 3D path planning with force feedback.
The stability analysis can be conducted using the passivity of
the bilateral system with a consideration of the practical time
delay. Dynamic path planning can also be improved by learning
the arbitrary human user′s haptic operation with deep learning
approaches.
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